MYRESEARCH IS THE UW’S RESEARCHER PORTAL - A CENTRAL SYSTEM FOR RESEARCHERS TO PROACTIVELY MANAGE RESEARCH, GRANT, BUDGET AND COMPLIANCE ADMINISTRATION ACTIVITIES.

PROPOSAL AWARD STATUS

Personalized Dashboard: View all eGC1s, awards and related items associated to you
Status Visibility: See real-time progress, status changes, details and history
Contact Information: Know who to contact
Important Award Comments: See OSP and GCA's comments that will inform you of compliance and fiscal information changes
Direct Links: Depending on the status of your application, make use of direct links to SAGE & GrantTracker

REQUIRED TRAINING TRANSCRIPT

Personalized Transcript: Track your required research training in one location.
Quick Search: Efficient lookup of other individual’s training records

VICE PROVOST FOR RESEARCH:
Mary Lidstrom is the UW’s Vice Provost for Research and is the executive sponsor of MyResearch. Mary’s continued focus on supporting UW faculty with collaborative tools is the primary driver of this project.

PARTNERSHIPS:
The success of MyResearch is dependent upon building, maintaining and leveraging partnerships with research centers, schools, departments, compliance units, and advisory committees across the UW campus.

VISIT MYRESEARCH.UW.EDU:
MyResearch is in beta. We have a rich roadmap of additional features and would love your feedback!

Email us at myresearch@uw.edu.
MYRESEARCH ROADMAP

MYRESEARCH PROJECT LIFECYCLE

MyResearch Project Lifecycle represents the common activities research teams conduct and informs the development of services, business processes and technologies that improve the administration of research at UW.

CLOSEOUT
Final financial and research reporting, dissemination of data, and records retention.

PLAN / PROPOSE
From the development of a sponsored research project to final proposal submission.

MANAGE
Managing award funds, reporting, and post-award changes.

SETUP
Setting up the infrastructure for successful management of your award.

YOUR RESEARCH PARTNER
myresearch.washington.edu
myresearch@uw.edu